
DT Sequence of Learning  

Y1 Autumn Spring Summer 

 Designing/Making Evaluating 
House for the 3 little pigs 
Literacy link 
 

 Stating what they make, what it is for. 

 Communicate ideas by talking and 
drawing. 

 Use simple design criteria to develop 
ideas. 

 Plan by suggesting what to do next. 
 Select tools and explain choices. 

Cooking and Nutrition 
Making fruit salad + healthy eating 
Geography   
Link  
 

 Be safe and hygienic. 

 Talk about design ideas and what they 
are making. 

 Make simple judgements about their 
product. 

 Explore: what products are, what they 
are for 

 Know that food comes from plants or 
animals. 

 How to prepare simple dishes safely 
and hygienically (no heat). 

 Know that everyone should eat at 
least 5 portions of fruit or vegetables 
a day. 

Technical Knowledge 
Making an iceberg - could include woodwork 
drilling skills 
Geography Link  
Shoebox gardens (home learning) 
 

 Measure, mark out, cut and combine. 

 Know about simple working 
characteristics of materials and 
components. 

 How free-stranding structures can be 
made stronger and more stable 

Y2 Autumn Spring Summer 

 Designing/Making Evaluating 
Sewing a finger puppet 
History link 
 

 Explore: who products are for, what 
materials they are made from, how 
they work, where they might be used 

 Using knowledge of existing products. 

Cooking and Nutrition 
Making a sandwich + where food comes from  
Geography Link 
 

 Know that food has to be farmed, 
grown elsewhere or caught. 

 Name and sort foods into the 5 groups 
of the “Eatwell Plate”  

Technical Knowledge 
Making a moving vehicle (axles) - could 
include woodwork drilling skills 
History link  
 

 Select from a range of tools and 
materials and explain choices. 

 Finish using art techniques. 
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 Modelling ideas and exploring 
materials and components. 

 That a 3D textiles product can be 
assembled from 2 identical fabric 
shapes 

 Suggest how their products can be 
improved 

 

 Know that food ingredients should be 
combined according to sensory 
characteristics. 

 Say how their products will work and 
how they will make them suitable for 
users.  

 Make simple judgements about their 
product using design criteria. 

 Movement of simple mechanisms, e.g. 
levers, wheels, axels 

Y3 Autumn Spring Summer 

 Designing/Making Evaluating 
Making a Roman helmet 
History Link 
 
Year B:  
Carnival headdress  
 

 Gathering information about wants 
and needs. 

 Describe the purpose of their 
products and the intended user. 

 Order the main stages of making. 
 Assemble and join components with 

some accuracy. Use a range of 
finishing techniques from art and 
design.  

 Use their design criteria to evaluate 
their completed products. 

Technical Knowledge 
Making a moving river picture with pulleys - 
could include woodwork drilling skills 
Geography Link 
 
Year B: 
Rainforest picture 
 

 Mechanical systems such as levers, 
linkages or pneumatic systems. 

 Explore: how products are designed, 
made, what materials and 
components are used, how well they 
work 

 Select suitable tools and materials and 
explain in relation to techniques. 

 Identify strengths and areas for 
development in their products. 

 Know that they can use learning from 
science and maths to help design and 
make products that work. 

Cooking and Nutrition 
Making salad (including grating, slicing, adding 
dressing, mixing flavours) 
Science Link 
 

 Know that food is grown, reared and 
caught. 

 Prepare and cook savoury dishes safely 
and hygienically. 

 Know that a healthy diet is made up of 
a balance of different food and drink 
(Eatwell plate) 
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 Know that products have both 
functional and aesthetic qualities. 

 
 
 
 

Y4 Autumn Spring Summer 

 Technical Knowledge 
Making an Iron Man with flashing eyes - could 
include woodwork drilling skills 
Literacy Link 
 

 Make simple electrical circuits. 

 Identify strengths and areas for 
development in their ideas and 
products.  

 Refer to design criteria as they design 
and make. 

 Know that materials can be combined 
and mixed to create more useful 
characteristics. 

 Make strong, stiff, shell structures. 

Designing/Making Evaluating 
Making a felt pencil case (designing for a 
purpose/intended user) 
Science Link 
 

 Developing their own design criteria 
and using them to inform their ideas. 

 Indicate design features that will 
appeal to intended users. 

 Explain choices of materials according 
to functional properties and aesthetic 
qualities. 

 Explore: who/where/when designed a 
product, how well does it achieve its 
purpose, can it be recycled? 

 Know that a single fabric shape can be 
used to make a 3D product. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cooking and Nutrition 
Making soup  
Science Link 
 

 Understand that food ingredients can 
be fresh, pre-cooked and processed. 

 Know that food is grown, reared and 
caught in the UK, Europe and the 
wider world. 

 Prepare and cook savoury dishes 
safely and hygienically, including with 
a heat source. 

 That being active, food and drink are 
needed to provide energy for the 
body. 
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Y5 Autumn Spring Summer 

 Cooking and Nutrition 
Making food for a healthy heart – adapting 
recipes 
Science Link 
 

 Know that seasons may affect the food 
available. 

 Know that recipes can be adapted to 
change the appearance, texture, taste 
and aroma. 

 Know that recipes can be adapted by 
adding or substituting one or more 
ingredients. 

Technical Knowledge 
Using cams to make a mountain with a 
moving component - could include woodwork 
drilling skills 
Geography Link 
 
Year B: 
Using cams to make a scene themed around 
Ancient Greeks with a moving component 
 

 Improved accuracy with learnt skills. 

 Use techniques that involve a number 
of steps. 

 Consider the views of others, 
including intended users, to improve 
their work. 

 Evaluate the manufacture and fitness 
for purpose of their products as they 
design and make. 

 Know that mechanical and electrical 
systems have an input, process and 
output. 

 Mechanical systems such as cams, 
pulleys or gears. 

Designing/Making Evaluating 
Using sustainable materials – birdfeeders 
Science Link 
 

 Use wider range of materials and 
components, e.g. textiles, food, 
mechanical, electrical 

 Carrying out research using surveys, 
interviews, web-based resources, etc. 

 Work confidently in a range of 
contexts, e.g. home, school, leisure, 
industry, wider environment.  

 Explore: how much products cost to 
make, how sustainable the materials 
are 
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Y6 Autumn Spring Summer 

 Technical Knowledge 
Electrical Christmas decorations - could 
include woodwork drilling skills 
Science Link 
 

 How more complex electrical circuits 
can be used to make functioning 
products. 

 Demonstrate resourcefulness when 
tackling practical problems. 

 How to reinforce and strengthen a 3D 
framework. 

 Use wider range of materials and 
components, e.g. textiles, food, 
mechanical, electrical 

 Explain how particular parts of their 
products work. 

Cooking and Nutrition 
Cooking with local foods – looking at the 
impact of farming on the world around them 
and how they can make a difference 
Geography link 
 

 Know how food is processed into 
ingredients that can be eaten or used 
in cooking. 

 Know that different food and drink 
contain different substances – 
nutrients, water and fibre – that are 
needed for health. 

 

Designing/Making Evaluating 
Making bags for an intended user. Choosing 
materials to strengthen it. 
(Link to Bude trip?) 
 

 Identifying the needs, wants, 
preferences and values of particular 
individuals and groups. 

 Know that a 3D textiles product can 
be made from a combination of fabric 
shapes. 

 


